A. Small amount; a little bit

B. Countercultural group from the 1960s

C. Thinking your own culture is superior

D. One or the other

E. Growing abundantly, as vegetation

F. Roman numeral “VIII” translated

G. Television, radio, newspapers, etc. (2 wds.)

H. Small whirlpools

I. ___ off, dozed momentarily

J. Book 13 of *A Series of Unfortunate Events* (2 wds.)

K. Month for practical jokes
L. Moved quickly

M. Ending for a letter (2 wds.)

N. Went after

O. Room sometimes used for Presidential broadcasts (2 wds.)

P. Rob; plunder

Q. German sociologist interested in the rationalization of society (2 wds.)

R. Prepared for a test

S. Linseed, tung, and castor

T. Latent ___, unrecognized or unintended consequence of a social element, according to Robert Merton

U. To blush

V. Famous jazz vocalist Fitzgerald
W. Try to influence a public official

X. ___ League, prestigious colleges

Y. Ditch or gutter

Z. Education, the family, and religion

AA. Standing ____ , form of applause

BB. Type of modern folklore (2 wds.)

CC. Social ____ , hierarchical arrangement of people based on wealth, power, and prestige

DD. Time for sleep! (2 wds.)

EE. Babies

FF. To have the rear end (of a car) skid uncontrollably from side to side

GG. Compass point